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Given a number  of tape symbols, we define the state complexity of a partial- 
recursive funct ion f as the minimal  number  of states necessary for a Tur ing  
machine that computes f.  A similar definition gives us the state complexity 
of recursively enumerable sets and hence of abstract languages. We can show 
that all complexity classes are non-empty  and finite. If a certain value of com- 
plexity is surpassed, then every language-complexity class contains at least one 
language of each of the following types: finite, nonfinite regular, nonregular 
context-free, context-sensit ive but  not context-free, recursive but  not context- 
sensitive, enumerable but  not recursive. The  state complexity of a funct ion or 
language is closely related to the amount  of description or information eeded 
to define the function or language. 
In this paper we introduce and investigate via Turing machines the state 
complexity of machines, recursive functions and formal languages. We start 
from the fact that each partial recursive function and each recursively- 
enumerable language is computed (respectively enumerated) by a suitable 
Turing machine (T-machine). We then define the state complexity of a 
partial recursive function f as the minimal number of states necessary for a 
T-machine that computes f. This is well defined if the tape alphabet is 
restricted in a suitable way. Thus we get an enumerable infinite set of finite 
complexity classes (S-complexity classes). Some of the properties of this 
hierarchy are investigated. The S-complexity of a function or a language can 
be considered to be a measure for the amount of description or information 
needed to define the function or the language. We suppose that similar 
considerations on the length of grammars or other descriptive means for 
languages would yield similar results. 
* Th is  work was done in part dur ing the author 's  extended visit to the Air Force 
Cambridge Research Laboratories, Bedford, Massachusetts.  
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1. DEFINITIONS ON TURING MACHINES 
A Turing machine (T-machine) is a 6-tuple T = (X, Y, Z, r, z~, zs), 
where 
X = {x0, x l ,  x~ ,..., xm} (m ~> 1) is the tape alphabet, 
Y :---- X w {R, L} (R, L ~ X) is the operation alphabet (R = right, L ---- left), 
Z is the finite set of states, 
~- :Z  ×X-+Z × Y isamapp ing ,  
zn ~ Z the initial state and 
z= ~ Z the final state. 
In addition, Za ~ Za must be true. Therefore the initial state and the final 
state are always different. From the physical point of view, a Turing machine 
is a finite state automaton that moves on a tape without ends. The automaton 
picks up its input signals from the tape by a read head and the output may be 
an elementary move to the left or the right or a change of the scanned symbol 
under the read head. During this operation, the internal state of the automaton 
is changed too. 
We denote by X* the set of finite strings over X, the abbreviations Xo :~ 
• " XoXoX o and 3 0 : - -  XoXoX o "" denote strings of infinite length with the symbol 
x 0 ~ X that are extended to the left side respectively right side. These strings 
are used to indicate that the left side respectively right side of the tape is filled 
up to infinity with the blank symbol x o . The empty string (length O) of X* 
is denoted by A. 
We call a triple c = (z, xop, xq-Xo) configuration of the T-machine if z ~ Z, 
p, q e X* and x ~ X .  ~opxq~o denotes the complete tape inscription, and x is 
the symbol under the read head. A configuration c ---- (z, Xop, xqTeo) is called 
an end configuration if z = z s . We define the follower relation ~-- by 
t (z', ~opxi ,  yxjqS:o) , if z 4: z= and ~-(z, x) ~- (z', y) ~_ _+ and y ~ X, 
(z, Xopxi ,  xxjqxo) v-- j (z', XoP, xixxNxo), if z ~ z= and T(z, x) (z', L), 
(z', ~opxix, XN~o) , if z @ z= and 7(z, x) (z', R). 
I f  c is not an end configuration, there is a uniquely determined configuration 
c' with c v--- c'. We write c #-  c' if there exist configurations c ~ c 1 , c 2 ,..., 
c= = c' with c i ~-- ci+ a for i ---- 1, 2,..., s - -  1 ~ 1. 
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The value of a configuration c = (z, X'op, xqxo) is denoted by /c /  = 
/(z, xop, XqXo)/and is defined as the number of symbols x I (the first nonblank 
symbol of X) in the string pxq. The computational value of an arbitrary 
configuration c is denoted by / /c / / .  It is defined if and only if there exists an 
end configuration c' with c ~z_ c' and equals the value / c' / of the end con- 
figuration: 
t / c ' / ,  if c #- c' and c' is an end configuration, 
/ / c / / :  = ~undefined else. 
Phys ica l ly , / /c / / i s  defined if the T-machine reaches the final state zs begin- 
ning the computation with the configuration c. 
In what follows, we assume that the reader is familiar with the basic facts 
of the theory of computability and mathematical language theory (e.g. see 
Davis 1958 and Aho, Ullman 1968). 
DEFINITION 1. Each T-machine T = (X, Y, Z, ~, Za, z~) defines in the 
following way a performance function (P-function) f T : N -+ N k) {S}, where 
N = {0, 1, 2, 3,..} and S 6 N a special range symbol: 
x 1 Xo)// if  defined, t//(zo, Xo, 
fT(n) :=  (S else. 
xx n denotes a string of n consecutive symbols x 1 ~ X, and we allow n = 0. 
The so-defined functions are in the strict sense not recursive for all T- 
machines. But i f f r  is restricted to the domain {n ]fr(n) V6 S}, the set of all 
functions f r  is equal to the set of all partial-recursive functions. With this in 
mind we callfT the partial-recursive function computed or defined by T. 
DEFINITION 2. Each T-machine T = (X, Y, Z, ~-, z~, z~) defines in the 
following way a languageLr C X '*  :=  (X -- {x0})*: 
L r  :=  {xilxi~ "" xi, ] xij ~ X '  and// (za,  ~o , xilxi~ "'" xi~Xo)// defined} 
Say L T is definable by T. 
A word w belongs to the language L r i f f  the machine T, started with the 
configuration (za, ~eo, W~eo) reaches an end configuration, that is, it halts and 
w EX '* ,  where X'  :=  X--{Xo}. The so-defined languages correspond 
exactly to the recursively enumerable languages. 
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2. THE STATE COMPLEXITY OF FUNCTIONS AND LANGUAGES 
We denote by ZT the set of states of the T-machine T, therefore I ZT t 
gives the number of states of T. 
DEFINITION 3. Let f be the P-function of T, i.e. f = fT .  We define 
Comfx(T) = Comx(f) :=  Min JZ  r, 1, 
YT'=f 
where T' is in the class of all T-machines with tape alphabet X. Let L be the 
language defined by a T-machine T, i.e. L = LT • We define 
( undefined, ifL ~ X'*, 
ComLx(T) = Comx(L) := tMin  i Z r, i else, 
where T' runs through all T-machines with tape alphabet X. T is called 
#minimal (L-minimal) if ]ZTI = Comfx(T) (I ZTI = ComLx(T)) and X 
is the tape alphabet of T. 
The functions Comx, Comf x and ComL x are called S-complexity functions 
or simply complexity functions or complexity measures throughout this paper. 
The definition of the S-complexity is not independent of the chosen X. 
If  we want to compute a given function by a Turing machine, the number of 
necessary states depends on the number of available tape symbols (see Shannon 
1956). I f  we increase the number of alphabet symbols, we can in most cases 
decrease the number of states without decrementing theclass of computed 
functions. These techniques are not discussed in this paper. Clearly, Comfx(T) 
gives the number of states of the "smallest" T-machine that is able to compute 
f r  and that is built up with the alphabet X. The term "smallest" means "with 
the smallest number of states". Therefore Comfx(T ) and related complexity 
functions can in a rough sense be considered as measures for the information 
needed to define the function fT •
DEFINITION 4. °~'X.n := {f I f  : N ~ N u {S} and Comx(f) -= n}. ~x,n 
is called the complexity class with index n of the partial recursive functions. 
~x,~ := {Z I L C X'* and Comx(L ) = n}. 
~CPx, n is called the complexity class with index n of the recursively enumerable 
languages. 
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We have assumed that [ X ] >/2,  and hence each partial recursive function 
occurs in one of the classes ~x,n • It is seen immediately that ~'x,~ (5 ~x.m = 
and .gZax,,~ c5~qZOx, m = ~ if n =/= m. By simple combinatorial methods 
(calculation of an upper bound for the number of all T-machines with fixed X 
and Z) it is possible to prove 
I =Wx,,~ l, ] o-C'¢x,~ ] <~ n(n -- 1)[n(m 47 3)] m~+ll. 
The complexity classes ~'x,~ and ~C#x. ~ are finite. Now we are able to state the 
main theorem on the complexity classes: 
THEOREM 1. I f  n >~ 2, then ~x.~ ~ ~, all proper complexity classes are 
nonempty. 
Proof. We define the sequence of functionsfj : N--+ Nbyf j (k )  :=  k 47j  
where j = 0, 1, 2,....  
(1) We have Comx(fo) = 2 by the T-machine T o = (X, Y, Zo, r, z~, z~) 
with the structure Zo := {z~, zs}, r(z, x) :=  (z~, x) for all z ~ Z o and x ~ X. 
There are according to our definition o machines with fewer than two states. 
Therefore T O is f -minimal and has the property f0 = fro • 
(2) Now we assume that T: = (X, Y, Z, r, za,  zs) is an f -minimal machine 
that defines f : .  With the help of this machine we can build up a machine T' 
which has exactly one state more than Tj and defines fJ+l • T'  is defined by 
T' = (X, Y, Z k) {z,'}, r', z~, z,'), z, '  is an additional state (zs' q~ Z), 
~-'(~, x) :=  
r (z ,x)  if zeZ- - ( z~,z~'}  and xeX,  
(zs ,L )  if z=zs  and X@Xo,  
(z~',xa) if z =z~ and x =Xo,  
(zs', x) if z = z~'. 
T'  behaves almost like T: with one slight variant at the end of the computation: 
I f  Tj halts, T'  runs on the tape to the left seeking a blank symbol x 0 . I f  such a 
symbol is found, the machine changes it to xl and stops. Thereforefr ,  = f~+l, 
and we conclude that an f-minimal machine definingfj+l has at most one state 
more than any minimal machine forf j  . 
(3) Let To, T1, Te ,... be a sequence off -minimal machines w i th f r  j =f j .  
We then have I ZTj[ 47 1 >/ [ZTj+~ 1, in other words, upward increments of 
the sequence n: :=  Comfx(T~) of natural numbers are at most one. Each 
number n ~ 2 can occur only finitely often in the sequence because we have 
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~X,~ finite andfi  # fj if i ~ j. Therefore the sequence must grow to infinity 
and each natural number n /> 2 must occur. This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
3. THE S-CoMPLEXITY CLASSES OF LANGUAGES 
AND THE CHOMSKY HIERARCHY 
The basic idea of the last proof can help us to get further results on the 
S-complexity of languages. 
THEOREM 2. 
language 
I f  x e X',  L a language over X '  and Comx(L ) = n, then the 
t{x w r w eL)  if A eL, 
xL :=  {{xw [ w eL} w {A} if AeL  
has complexity Comx(xL ) <~ n + 1. 
Proof. Let T = (X, Y, Z, -r, za , Zs) be a machine that defines L. With 
the help of this machine we can build up a machine T~ with the property 
Lr~ ~- ~L, where ~ is an element of X'.  Define 
T~ := (X, Y, Z u {Za'}, r', z~', z,), where z a' ~ Z is a new initial state, 
. '(z, x) :=  l r(z,x) if z~Z and xeX,  (Zat ~ X t ' ) if x@2,  Xo, z~-z~,  }( Za,Xo) if X =:~, Z--~Za, 
(( , za ,R)  if X=Xo,  z--- -z~. 
The machine T~ acts as follows: If the first symbol on the tape (at the begin- 
ning under the read head) is ~, T~ rewrites ~ as x 0 (blank symbol), goes one 
step to the right and activates machine T (initial state za). I f  the first symbol 
is not ~ or x 0 , then T~ never halts (loop in za'). I f  the first symbol is the blank 
symbol x 0 , then the machine T is activated without any change of the tape 
inscription, therefore A eLr~ iff A eL  r . Thus the machine T~ defines the 
language 
LT~ ~ 2L  T . 
Since T~ has exactly one state more than T, the theorem is proved. 
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THEOREM 3. Let X be a tape alphabet. 
(1) oLPx.~ contains for n >/2 a finite language and a nonfinite regular language. 
(2) I f  I X '  ] >~ 2, then there exists a constant C1 x such that for all n >~ C1 x ~q~x,~ 
contains a context-free nonregular language and no other classes contain such 
languages. 
(3) There exists a constant C~ x with the following property: Each class ~¢x,~ 
with n >/ C~ x contains a context-sensitive non context-free language and no 
other class contains uch a language. 
(4) There exists a constant Ca x with the following property: Each class ~"q~x,~ 
with n >/ Ca x contains a recursive and not context-sensitive language and no 
other class cantains such a language. 
(5) There exists a constant Ca x with the following property: Each class ~q~x,n 
with n >/C~ x contains a recursiwely enumerable and nonrecursive language and 
no other class contains uch a language. 
Proof. LetLobeanarbitrarylanguage withLo C X ' * ,L  o ~ ~ andAq~L0. 
i , The languagesLi defined byLi := xkLi_ 1 = x~ L o (xk e X ) have the property 
L, • Lj if i @ j, since the shortest word of Li is longer than the shortest 
word of L3- if i > j. By the method used in the proof of Theorem 1 and by 
Theorem 2 we have the following assertion: If Comx(L0) = C e N, then at 
least one of the languagesL~ occurs in each complexity class ~x.~ with n >/ C 
because Comx(Li) ~ Comx(L,_l) + 1 and the sequence of numbers 
ni :~- Comx(Li) must grow to infinity. Now we can attack the Theorem. 
(1) The finite language {A} has complexity 2, the language L 0 := {xl} 
consists of exactly one string and has Comx(L0) ~ 3. All languages xliLo = Li 
are therefore finite too and each complexity class ~x,n must contain at least 
one finite language. Now define L 0 := X'* and L~ := xl~Lo. We have 
Comx(L0) = 2 by an easy construction. All languages Li are regular and 
infinite. 
(2) Let L 0 C X'* be a context-free nonregular language. Then xl*Lo is 
context-free nonregular for all i = 1, 2, 3,.... Now, let L o be a context-free 
nonregular language with the lowest complexity possible. Define C~ x :-~ 
Comx(Lo) and each class oLPx,~ with n >~ C1 x contains a context-free non- 
regular language. By the definition of C1 x, lower complexity classes cannot 
contain context-free and nonregular languages. If A ~ L o , an easy modification 
of this proof holds. 
(3, 4, 5) The method used to proof (2) can be used to prove (3), (4) and (5) 
too. The details are not tricky. 
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Clearly it would be interesting to get the constants ClX,..., C4 x for a small X, 
but this seems to be not a simple problem. 
4. UNDECIDABILITY RESULTS 
The following theorem is the key to all further undecidability results: 
THEOREM 4. It  is recursively undecidable whether an arbitrary given T- 
machine is f-minimal. 
Proof. 1 Let T1, T 2 , T~ ,... be an effective numeration of all T-machines 
with a fixed X, [ X]  >/2,  such that [ ZTi ] ~ ] ZTi+I ] (i = 1, 2, 3,...). The 
partial recursive function computed by Ti is denoted by f i .  Define Uk :=  
{fi [ ] Zr, ] ~< k}, Uk is the (finite) set of all partial recursive functions com- 
putable by machines with no more than k states. It is easy to see that for all 
i = 1, 2, 3,... fi ~ Ui+2. Now define a function g according to 
g(i) :=  Mjn[fj q~ Ui+~]. 
I f  it is decidable whether T-machines are f-minimal, then g(i) is computable, 
i.e. recursive. Then the recursion theorem (Davis 1958) guarantees the exis- 
tence of at least one index i 0 with the propertyfi ° = fo(io). That leads to the 
contradiction (1) fi ° ~ Uio+~, (2) fi ° = fg(io) ~ Uio+Z. Therefore g cannot be 
recursive, the f-minimality of T-machines cannot be decidable. 
THEOREM 5. The functions Comfx(T ) and ComLx(T ) are not computable. 
There does not exist a minimization algorithm for T-machines, i.e. an algorithm 
that computes for each given T-machine T a second machine T' such that T' is 
f-minimal and fT ~ fT" • 
Proof. We have Comfx(T ) = ]ZT] .¢:>- T f-minimal. I f  Comfx(T ) were 
computable, the f-minimality of T-machines would be decidable. A similar 
argument holds for ComLx(T ). The existence of a minimization algorithm 
would imply the computability of Comfx(T ). 
RECEIVED: February 26, 1970; REVISED: February 5, 1970 
1 The method used in this proof was pointed out to the author by Albert R. Meyer 
(Carnegie-Mellon University). A similar technique is used in a paper by M. Blum 
(1967). 
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